TRAVEL-DIARY
fore we reached Tung-kwan at all. Putting out our lights
had been an altogether superfluous precaution, for the
glare from our stokehole lit up the entire cutting, and
swept the huge, flickering shadow of the engine along its
flying banks. The scream of the whistle, announcing our
approach, must have been audible for miles. The corridor
was a fog of sulphur and smuts.
There was a curious sense of relief., even of pleasure,
in those final moments. There was nothing we could do
either to hinder or to assist. Everyday life, so complex and
anxious, was soothingly simplified to the narrowness of a
single railway track. Our little egotisms, our ambitions,
our vanities, were absorbed, identified utterly with the
rush of the speeding train. The cutting deepened, and a
tunnel swallowed us in roaring darkness. Now. . . .
We burst out of it into clear starlight; the high embank-
ment rose sheer from the river's edge. And there, right
opposite, blazing from the blackness of the opposite shore
like the illuminations of a pretentious road-house, were
the Japanese searchlights. We yelled at them and waved
our arms, suddenly hysterical as a drunken charabanc
party: 'Come on! Shoot! Shoot!' Then another tunnel
choked our shouting with its fumes. A couple of minutes
later we were clattering crazily over the points past the
deserted sidings of Tung-kwan station* And soon after the
guard came to tell us that we might relight our candles.
We were safe* The train slackened speed a little. The pas-
sengers began to get ready for bed.4 You see,' said Auden.
4I told you so. ... I knew they wouldn't. . * „ Nothing of
that sort ever happens to me.9 4But it does to me,' I ob-
jected; *and if it had this time you'd have been there,
too.' *Ah, but it didn't, you see.' 4No. But it might.' 4But
it didn't.'
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